The Jewish Canadian writer Miriam Waddington returned Remains in the heart above the ruins" -"The Exiles: Spain" "she is the ragpicker who comes to warn you of future Guernicas" -"The Woman in the Hall" Miriam Dworkin Waddington's poem "The Exiles: Spain" optimistically expresses the courageous hope that attended the Spanish Republic's struggle against fascism. Writing from Canada in 1936 during the earliest days of the Spanish Civil War, Waddington's poem imagines the camaraderie of those fighting against Francisco Franco's attempted coup. The Spanish Civil War would continue for another three years, concluding with Franco's victory and followed shortly thereafter by the eruption of World War II. Waddington's poem presaged an enduring poetic engagement with the conflict's human repercussions. Waddington's early poem on Spain is also one of many written in Canada, where the Spanish Civil War inspired an outpouring of support, volunteerism, fundraising, 1 Her sustained engagement with these topics as they intersect with her literary depictions of the Spanish Civil War (1936) (1937) (1938) (1939) merits further consideration -the war's consequences for women, for the earth, and for community. Moreover, Waddington's perceptive understanding of the war leads her to explicitly connect it to the Holocaust, and to the global oppression of women, leveling a devastating critique of the ongoing yet avoidable human costs of anti-Semitism, sexism, and non-intervention. Her continuing poetic interrogations of the Spanish war and its aftermath render explicit and visible the conflict's stakes for women and Jews internationally.
To demonstrate Waddington's innovative poetic approach to representing an evolving historical narrative, this article first situates her work within the social context in which Waddington began writing about the Spanish Civil War, in both her immediate community and amid the country's reaction to the conflict. I conclude by suggesting how Waddington's Spanish Civil War poetry from the 1930s up to the 1990s responds to the larger category of literary responses to the war by both Jewish Canadian writers and North American women writers in general. In so doing, I demonstrate Waddington's participation in and expansion of a literary phenomenon at once North American, Canadian, Jewish, and feminist, as she insists upon the ways in which violence begets violence -violence so often aimed at marginalized populations.
Spain's Civil War in Canada
Waddington's poetic representations of the Spanish Civil War can be understood as an outgrowth of the polyvocal Yiddish-English socialist, intellectual milieu in which she was raised, educated, and worked. Waddington was the child of Russian-Jewish immigrants to Winnipeg. Peter Stevens notes, in his biography of the author, that her home was a hub of art and activism: "The Dworkin home became a centre for many Jewish and Yiddish authors, and, as Isidore Dworkin had left-wing political sympathies, for a number of political activists as well." 3 While I have been unable to find biographical material pointing to specific Spanish Civil War activism, Waddington's sustained community engagement is well documented. In his encyclopedia entry on Waddington, Richard Menkis describes her manifold, long-term involvement with social justice, including her early writing at the Y. L. Peretz Folk School on "the rather weighty topic of Jewish Colonization in the Soviet Union" at the age of twelve. Later, she attended an Ottawa anti-fascist group, where she met her future husband, Patrick Waddington. Menkis also recounts her training in progressive social work, and her involvement in the Canadian modernist literary magazine First Statement.
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Waddington grew up speaking Yiddish at home. And, in addition to her prodigious literary output of poetry, short stories, essays, and criticism, she also laboured to bring Yiddish writers to a wider audience through her translations of Yiddish writers and her editorial work publicizing the writings of A. M. Klein and other Jewish Canadian authors. Her commitment to social activism, her familiarity with the outsider experience, and her interest in representing multiple perspectives and experiences are all evident in her Spanish Civil War poetry.
Waddington wrote the poem "The Exiles: Spain" soon after the conflict's outbreak. This early literary engagement with the Spanish Civil War suggests that Waddington, like many Canadian leftists, perceived the war's treacherous stakes, as well as the tenuous connections between the two rapidly transforming countries, and their parallel struggles with national identity, women's rights, and religious pluralism. A few years earlier, in 1931, Spain had abandoned monarchy for democracy, while Canada became autonomous and independent when the United Kingdom ratified the Statute of Westminster. In Canada, the decade of the Great Depression was marked by rampant poverty and unemployment, harsh immigration restrictions, mistreatment of Canada's Indigenous populations, and nationwide debates over which denizens of the dominion counted as authentic Canadians. Canada's population furthermore lacked the very framework through which Canadian identity could be secured: it was not until 1947 that Canadians could hold Canadian rather than British citizenship (they remained both Canadian citizens and British subjects until as recently as the early 1980s).
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For new immigrants, xenophobic policies, anti-immigrant violence, and rampant anti-Semitism belied the title of "new Canadians" that had welcomed them upon their arrival. Anti-immigrant sentiments and anti-Semitism frequently intersected, as in Canada's refusal to accept almost any Jewish refugees from Nazi Germany between 1930 and 1939. As Irving Abella notes, Canadian anti-Semitism grew in the years leading up to World War I, as the "Anglicized, comfortable, integrated community" of Jewish Canadians gave way to "Yiddish-speaking, Orthodox, penurious immigrants." 6 For many in Canada, anti-Semitism and fascism seemed a threat both abroad and at home.
During this same decade in Spain, the democratically elected Republican-Socialist government of the Second Spanish Republic decreased the political power of the nobility, the influence of the clergy, and the size of the military. This government introduced new rights for its citizens, including education and enfranchisement. It also grappled with various leftist and independent factions over issues such as workers' rights and Catalan independence. Well-known Canadian volunteers included the blood transfusion doctor Norman Bethune, the Jewish journalist and author Ted Allan, and the activist and journalist Myrtle Eugenia "Jim" Watts. Canadian volunteers in Spain were also aware that in fighting fascism in Spain, they were actively countering fascism and Nazism's spread: Mussolini and Hitler supported Franco with finances, weapons, and troops, using Spain as a testing ground for warfare techniques and concentration camps. Even if the Canadian government was not willing to stand up to Hitler, Mussolini, and Franco, these volunteers would. They were fearful of European fascism's spread, but also driven to leave Canada by rampant unemployment, mounting dissatisfaction with the government's local and international policies, and alienation from the mainstream. Most volunteers had emigrated to Canada within a decade of the war's beginning; between 38 and 52 of them identified as Jewish.
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Many had first-hand experience of the poverty and discrimination they hoped to fight against in Spain.
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Canadians who did not travel to Spain participated in other ways: many on the home front raised funds and awareness, and wrote extensively about the Spanish Civil War, even if they had never seen the conflict first-hand. For many North American women working in support of Spain, the Spanish cause was a key opportunity for direct political action that would drastically improve women's lives: Before the war's outbreak, Spanish women in the new republic had fought for and won reproductive freedoms, access to education and political enfranchisement. In response to the attempted coup, they enlisted as soldiers in the anarchist group Mujeres Libres (Free Women) and pursued leadership positions. Spanish women's public and private emancipation in wartime struck a chord with leftist women around the world. In Canada, as Larry Hannant notes, women's participation in leftist movements at once allowed them the kind of direct political work they desired and-because of the patriarchal structures of the movements themselves-often curtailed the feminist implications of that labour.
14 Activist work additionally provided many Jewish Canadian women with an escape from constricted lives, limited by both the anti-Semitism that historian Gerald Tulchinsky characterizes as "domestic fascism [that] seemed a greater threat than it was in either the United States or Britain," and by the expectations of Jewish culture, which preserved them as wives, homemakers, and mothers. Activist work took many forms, including depicting the war in literature, art, film, music, and theatre. Such depictions were particularly significant for women artists; as Candida Rifkind notes, "For women writers on the left, neither the conservative Canadian establishment nor the socialist cultural leadership was particularly interested in re-imagining the female author as a voice of innovation or radicalism," indicating the "masculinist rhetoric characteristic of Canadian socialism during the Depression."
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It is within these contexts -a masculinist Canadian literary leftism averse to women's radicalism and a simultaneous large-scale engagement with the the Spanish Civil War, and Jewish Canadian Literature Spanish cause, Jewish Canadian concern for the Spanish Civil War's outcome, and Waddington's familial and communal values -that I want to position Waddington's early Spanish Civil War poetry's uniquely collective focus.
Waddington's earliest Spanish Civil War poem, "The Exiles: Spain" , articulates the strength of a community forged amid chaos and destruction. The poem appears, in fact, to be her earliest published poem, composed while Waddington was a student at the University of Toronto and published in the student newspaper The Varsity on December 11, 1936. 18 The poem depicts a group bidding each other their final celebratory farewell before departing to become solitary exiles. It also contrasts love with war, in a deceptively simple representation of the battlefront as a place anathema to human connection. The poem's title is the only clear connection between the text and the Spanish Civil War -these exiles exist within the context of a fascist incursion, but the possibility of being exiled, Waddington suggests, exists for all, no matter their citizenship.
While the experience of exile may be universal, the poem also refuses to represent these exiles as a dejected, faceless mob of refugees. Instead, "The Exiles: Spain" imagines the strong communal bonds forged among those forced to flee Spain as they allow themselves to enjoy the country's landscape one last time. The poem's first two stanzas begin with the refrain "Come, my friends," as the unnamed speaker implores their companions to join in a final dance on the shore to commemorate their courageous and difficult fight.
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But while the speaker commends their unity for having "fought and so bravely failed," and promises future fortune, since "the ultimate victory [remains] unassailed," it is their surroundings that foreshadow danger.
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These exiles are surrounded by ruins. The natural world is personified and peculiar: Waddington's speaker describes how "the cold sun sets with a distant grief," and then wonders whether the sun will ever rise again.
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The "black waves fret" around the shore where the exiles join hands and dance, while "evil frets at [their] hearts." 22 This shared verb, "fret," links the nightly incoming tide to the darkness of impending war. At the same time, however, Waddington gestures to a communal heart unthreatened by evil, a victorious heart that "[r]emains … above the ruins." 23 The protected victory that "[r]emains in the heart" ends the poem on an indefinite note, one compounded by the speaker's statement that they cannot know whether they will "live through these evil days."
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The dance on the shore represents a final, poignant moment of abandon in a scene itself deeply distraught by the looming war. Paradoxically, it is through the celebration of kinship and national lands that the poem also subtly gestures to the mounting threat of war. "The Exiles: Spain" also represents this threat in its poetic form. The poem is a Shakespearian sonnet missing its concluding couplet -three rhyming quatrains that lack a final turn or volta. The sonnet form is traditionally associated with declarations of love and friendship, with the final rhyming couplet the culminating statement of amity. Instead, in Waddington's war poem, the curtailed form reproduces the anxiety and uncertainty that mark the poem's message, a message lacking its concluding conviction. We never know whether the speaker's request is met -whether their friends ever "take hands and dance on the shore" -and this unknowing reproduces the speaker's question within the poem's structure, of "whether we [will] live through these evil days." 25 Waddington intimates that there may be more evil days to come, more exiles from more nations, more ruins. Published at the beginning of the Spanish Civil War, "The Exiles: Spain" is unique among Canadian poems about the war in its ambiguous, rather than optimistic, representation of the ongoing Spanish conflict. At the same time, the poem's emphasis on camaraderie is an important commentary on the need for fellowship and community, especially in the midst of violence and exile.
Almost exactly a year later, as the war raged on, Waddington published another poem foregrounding the importance of love and community in the midst of wartime. The free verse poem "Spanish Lovers Seek Respite" , published in the University of Toronto's University College magazine Undergraduate in fall 1937, imagines how a night without war might facilitate continued allegiance to the cause.
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As in her previous war poem, Waddington emphasizes the ways in which the natural world both reflects and remains impervious to human conflict. Where the sun was setting in "The Exiles: Spain" , here it is the middle of the night, a "menacing night" from which there is only temporary respite.
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However, both poems share a belief in the possible comfort of the natural world: the poem's speaker imagines a nightlong escape into the cooling wind of the mountains, explaining, "Up there is peace, dry wind, / And sky clean and dark." 28 Echoing "The Exiles: Spain" , this poem is also singly-voiced by an ungendered speaker appealing for a brief interlude of peace and love before returning to danger and conflict. The speaker of "Spanish Lovers Seek Respite" pleads, Let us go away from this: No, not forever -………………………… We need new strength, We need to be with ourselves, You with you Myself with me, And both of us together.
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Solitude, as well as love, will fortify these individuals. Like "The Exiles: Spain" , "Spanish Lovers Seek Respite" does not imagine an end to the war, but instead highlights the immediacy of personal relationships. The independence and togetherness that the speaker craves -"Myself with me, / And both of us together" -underscore the individual and collective freedoms that drove support for the Spanish Republic. A brief reprieve from the war will reaffirm the importance of intimacy and of love. Waddington's speaker here insists upon remembering life outside of a warzone: that is, rather than glorifying war, "Spanish Lovers Seek Respite" emphasizes its hopedfor outcome of peacetime, love, and community.
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Taken together, Waddington's early poetic depictions of companionship and solidarity in wartime refuse the comfort of a happy ending. Both poems end ambivalently, without any indication that their speakers receive what they have requested -a fleeting pause with loved ones -and instead suggest the ongoing, unceasing terror of war. This war impacts everything, tearing apart friendships and families, destroying the natural world, even truncating the sonnet form of "The Exiles: Spain". Community amid destruction is essential, but also nearly impossible.
Waddington's early Spanish Civil War poetry emphasizes the importance of protecting community -the vital reasons for which the war was fought -from a vantage point at once local and transnational. Waddington herself never travelled to the Spanish Civil War; her depictions of its exiles and combatants, and of the country's landscape, are all imagined. However, in both poems, Waddington adopts a first-person speaker: a voice that feels intimately the experience of personal exile, and of battlefield danger. While neither speaker is gendered, both emphasize the sustaining power of love and friendship. Further, I argue that this imagining gives Waddington's poetry a particularly activist bent: she, like many in Canada, perceived the Spanish conflict's relevance, and the need for Canadians to identify themselves with Spain's communities. If Waddington's upbringing had taught her to view herself as simultaneously belonging to multiple communities and identities within Canada, then in her Spanish Civil War poetry I view her assumption of participants' voices as an articulation of her sympathy and her sense of community with individuals around the world, especially the exiled and embattled Spanish populace, threatened by fascism. Ending the war in Spain, and thwarting Franco, Hitler, and Mussolini, becomes a cause not only for Spaniards but also for all those opposed to Nazism and fascism.
All of the so-called premature anti-fascists' fears came true in 1939. The Spanish Civil War concluded with the withdrawal of the International Brigades (but not the international forces on the insurgent side), and soon after, Franco's accession to Caudillo. The war's shattering outcome was followed shortly by World War II's outbreak, and the mandatory enlistment of many former Spanish Civil War volunteers. In the war and the Holocaust, the Nazis employed the techniques of warfare and mass killing they had practiced on the battlefields of Spain.
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In Spain itself, those who had supported the Republic, including many women, were punished by the new regime with violence, even murder. To create an inclusive, ethically constructed vision of personal and national responsibility remained an important project.
Waddington's 1930s poems about Spain maintain some hope, if not for the Spanish Republic then at least for the possibility of sustained community. During this time, she graduated from the University of Toronto and studied social work, becoming, in her words, "a romantic middle-class social worker."
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After World War II and the Holocaust, however, the loss of the Spanish Civil War becomes, for Waddington, the originating moment of all subsequent destruction. In "Dog Days" (1945), for instance, she describes how "some lost / All hope and hear the Spaniard's curse / Even in dreams." It is in Waddington's poem "The Woman in the Hall" (1992) that these personal and communal wounds are most explicitly articulated in an unequivocal statement of the human cost of fascism and Nazism. First published in the Canadian Forum in March 1992, and included in Waddington's collection The Last Landscape that same year, this later free-verse poem yokes the carnage of the Spanish Civil War to World War II and the Holocaust, to poverty around the world, and to a history of Spanish conquest and war-making, romanticized in the paintings of Francisco de Goya and suffered by the denizens of Spain's former colonies.
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Rather than the first-person voices of many of her earlier poetic invocations of Spain, "The Woman in the Hall" invites us to examine the volatile titular figure from a narrative distance. She is introduced simply: "There is a woman / in the hall." 41 "The Woman in the Hall" is a nondescript, solitary, oracular Everywoman: "she lives alone the Spanish Civil War, and Jewish Canadian Literature in / some upstairs room / in a nebulous city," 42 and she may be "birdwoman or / sibyl, farmwife or / fishgutter, or is she / the buttonhole maker." 43 But her profession is not as important as her history:
Whoever she is she is also Guernica and Madrid she is Moscow besieged and Dieppe betrayed .… she is the addled brain of the crazy woman who survived the camps.
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The woman is an accrual of global trauma and "patriarchal injustice," as noted by reviewer Judith Brown.
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She is this trauma personified, invisible or repulsive in her daily work and yet a reminder of the recent and not so recent past. The woman's trauma does not spell the end of her attachment to her many communities, however. While solitary, "The Woman in the Hall" is not necessarily alienated from the rest of society; instead, by sharing her deep historical knowledge with others, she rouses their awareness of their own complicity. In her solitude, "sit[ting] out the days on the / shores of the Dead Sea / muttering curses and / incantations" or "in some small / town eking out a life on / a pension," she is the universal confessor: "she hears your messages … your anger and sorrow." 46 What's more, "The Woman in the Hall" turns this distress into productive change, a prophet who, in prophesying, is able to effect transformations amongst others. The poem concludes, she is the ragpicker who comes to warn you of future Guernicas, and she is the woman who at last awakens in you your broken promises your ancient righteousness.
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"The Woman in the Hall" exists at once within constant global suffering and outside of time. She recalls the Jewish German philosopher Walter Benjamin's "angel of history," in his final essay "On the Concept of History." In contemplating how current progress and past destruction intersect, Benjamin describes "Angelus Novus," a Paul Klee painting in which the angel appears to stare at something he is also ready to depart. The angel's unbroken gaze upon that which he is leaving behind parallels how Benjamin understands the supposed progress of the current moment, which can only be understood in terms of its destructive origins: that "one single catastrophe, which unceasingly piles rubble on top of rubble and hurls it before [its] feet … That which we call progress, is this storm."
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Benjamin wrote "Theses on the Concept of History" in 1940, shortly before he committed suicide in what was then Francoist Spain, while fleeing the Nazis. Waddington's nameless woman -human, not angelic -invokes a belated, parallel reckoning with fascist anti-modernity. "The Woman in the Hall" can see, and make others see, a history of devastation. Furthermore, her humanity additionally allows her to "awaken" them, to inspire them to change.
"The Woman in the Hall" is not a poem about community, but rather its absence. But although she is friendless, the isolated woman of Waddington's later poem also forges solidarity-offering warnings, and "awaken[ing]" "broken promises" and "ancient righteousness" that are essential, even globally protective. In contrast to Waddington's earlier depiction of a desperate final celebratory dance in "The Exiles: Spain" and a moment of passionate abandon in "Spanish Lovers Seek Respite", this later poem calls back to those revolutionary friends, promising both bloodshed and justice to come, and affirming the prescience of those early exiles in fearing for future "evil days." Indeed, the poems are further rhetorically linked by the ruins that form the setting for "The Exiles: Spain" and that flow within the blood of "The Woman in the Hall" , "her wrists throb [bing] with the / pulse of ruined cities."
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Read alongside Waddington's early poetry about Spain, "The Woman in the Hall" becomes a powerful statement on the foundational role women play in building and rebuilding communities. Whether in Spain, in Canada, or in some "nebulous city," Waddington's poetic speakers underscore the moral duty to work towards a world beyond war.
Writing of Waddington's poetic oeuvre, Ruth Panofsky notes how Waddington's poetry yokes Judaism and Jewishness to the poet's own diverse communities in Canada, as the Canadian-born daughter of Jewish immigrants. In Panofsky's reading, "A gendered social consciousness drove the moral questing for knowledge and understanding that lay at the heart of [Waddington's] poetic practice."
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In "The Woman in the Hall" , Waddington implicitly questions the safety that Canadian nationality ostensibly provides -a safety, as Waddington herself well knew, only unevenly available based on factors including gender, language, immigration status, and religion. The moral imperative at the core of "The Woman in the Hall" connects Canadian peace to European war, and to Jewish and Spanish carnage. As Esther Sánchez-Pardo González argues, Waddington's poetic voice does not stem from "mere sympathy for political minorities or for the 'victims' of society who are isolated in some way, but cannot subscribe to their external reality;" rather, Waddington's aesthetic perspective illuminates the social realities that would be easier to ignore. 51 Waddington's desperate "Woman in the Hall" tries, in an attempt that may prove to be futile, to warn those around her of the destruction to come. Despite the ultimate failure of the Spanish communities Waddington's early poetry depicts, and likewise the international failures to stem the spread of fascism and Nazism, her later poem holds out the promise of a future transnational solidarity. In the face of local and global trauma, there remains, for "The Woman in the Hall" , a "heart above the ruins" and the promise of an "ultimate victory."
Writing Spain
To conclude, I want to move from the evolving political context of Waddington's poetry to the literary. Waddington's Spain poems participate in at least two overlapping literary developments. First, in writing about Spain, Waddington engages with a North American community of women writers whose works form a chorus of literary voices articulating Spain's tremendous egalitarian promise and then, after the war, the depth of its tremendous loss.
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The war was covered first-hand by female journalists from around the world, including the Jewish American journalists Martha Gellhorn, Lillian Hellman, and Muriel Rukeyser. Gellhorn, Hellman, and Rukeyser all wrote other kinds of literature about the war, too, from Rukeyser's poetry to Gellhorn's short stories and novellas.
Although she did not travel to Spain herself, like many women writing about the war, Waddington demonstrates women's key wartime roles and the particular risks that war and its aftermath pose to women. She instructs her audience in sympathy for all victims of patriarchal fascism. Furthermore, like Gellhorn, Waddington draws explicit connections between the Spanish Civil War and the Holocaust. But where Gellhorn's postwar fiction depicts the terrible fates of Jewish International Brigades volunteers in Nazi concentration camps (in her fiction "Good Will to Men" , Till Death Do Us Part, and "About Shorty" for instance), Waddington's poetry instead represents the Spanish Civil War and the Holocaust as one ongoing conflict, with their attendant bloodshed an enduring accrual of trauma and destruction. 53 Waddington's poetry, then, forms an important facet of this North American women's chorus, one that not only highlights the immediate costs of war for women but also its longterm, transnational reverberations. 58 Some of these writers depict Spain's people and land destroyed by war; others lament the murder of the queer Spanish poet Federico García Lorca, killed by Franco's fascists; still others imagine Canadian participation in the wartheir own or others' . Together, these diverse, decades-spanning writings underscore the direct relevance of the foreign war to those who would identify as Canadians.
Waddington's Spanish Civil War poetry epitomizes the overlapping issues that drew many to feel that they had a stake in the conflict. Over decades of writing, Waddington distinctively articulates the Spanish Civil War's importance while demonstrating how the Spanish Civil War's importance was uniquely resonant to Canadians and especially to Canadians from marginalized groups -Jews, women, and immigrants among them. Her poetic engagement with the war is at once a case study of a single poet's decades-long aesthetic and political commitment, while also indicative of some of the ways in which Jewish Canadian writers had a unique stake in depicting the Spanish Civil War, recasting Canadian national identity as a transnationally-ori-ented pride in difference. Waddington's writings from across her career extend and expand the Spanish Civil War's resonances, arguing explicitly for the war's relevance to Canadian misogyny, to European anti-Semitism, and to future global unrest. Her poetry is a lesson in sympathy, a warning against complacency, and a stirring of "broken promises" and "ancient righteousness." 
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For the sake of brevity, I will refer to "Canadians" and "Canadian citizens," even when referring to pre-1947 designations, rather than to "British citizens living in Canada." 
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Eventually, nearly all the Canadian volunteers were allowed to return, although they were not given veterans' benefits. In "'Canadian Jewish Boys in Spain': Jewish Volunteers from Canada in the Spanish Civil War, 1936-39," Myron Momryk cites at least three examples of Jewish Canadians who were prevented from re-entering the country because of their "alien" status and so settled in Mexico, Palestine, and Great Britain. See Momryk, "'Canadian Jewish Boys in Spain'" (unpublished essay, 29 ts pages), 17. Canada was the last of all the countries involved in the war to welcome its citizens home, and not until 2001 did the Canadian government erect a memorial to the volunteers who died in battle. Even worse was the treatment of citizens from the fascist countries who fought alongside the Spanish Republicans, who lost their citizenship and became stateless.
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The Botwin Company has received little critical attention, in large part due to its omission from most historical texts about the Spanish Civil War and the International Brigades. Ger-
